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+12,000
4 Story
+10,800
3 Story

+7,500
2 Story

+4,050
1 Story

±0,000
0 Ground Floor
-1,000
-1 Story

Housing / Garden(kolonihage)

private main entrance directly from the street. The

towards the garden and can be used as living and

housing allows for three sizes: 2-3 room apartments

Brick is the material for the housing that is as close

:

entrance door is not visible from the street facade

dining space and also roofed terrace in between

of 42-62 sqm, and 4-5 room apartments of 104 sqm.

to, or if possible the same, as the Helsingborg brick

even if it is ver y easily accessed from the street,

livingroom and the garden. Bedrooms are on the

To change a section, from one 4-5 rooms, to two 2-3

used for the warehouse. We also propose a facade

courtyard in between. Two stories building and

there are enough porch area and a storage space.

second floor with vertical windows allowing look-

rooms, would require a slight alteration to the fa-

tahat mimics the rhythm and uniformity of the ex-

ever y apartment consists of two floors, and all has

First floor is a big room with a big window view

ing out to the strret and garden. The concept for the

cade, and having a different solution for the stairs.

isting warehouse.

The housing is two volumes having common

Housing Facade from Street

The Tomb of Nebamun from the Dynasty XVIII was
located in the Theban Necropolis located on the
west bank of the Nile at Thebes (present-day Luxor),
in Egypt, 1350

Housing 2nd floor
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